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❑ The upper ocean heat content and SST response to a TC passage have well-known feedback impacts on the TC intensity (Carnot 
Cycle): cooling of the mixed layer (ML) by the extreme wind induced mixing generally inhibits TC intensification [Emmanuel et al, 
1999,2004; Llyod and Vecchi, 2011, Vincent et al., 2012]. 
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Importance of better monitoring/understanding river plume interactions 
with  Tropical Cyclones
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❑ The surface fresh water of some major river plumes is seasonally present in several key Tropical Cyclone basins: 

TC intensity: 
𝑇𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇, 𝑇𝑜 = top of troposphere 𝑇



❑ River plume induced Barrier Layers can impact TC 
intensity: salinity-induced BL lead to the reduction 
of the TC-induced SST cooling by restricting the 
vertical diffusion between the surface and the 
thermocline, and consequently contribute to 
maintaining the TC intensity. (Balaguru et al., 2012; 
Reul et al. 2014, 2021; Rudzin, 2019, Androulidakis 
et al., 2016; Hong et al., 2022)

❑ Whether the BL intensifies the TCs or not depends 
on the conditions associated with the upper layer 
ocean and the TC properties (intensity, translation 
speed, size) (Yan and Wang, 2017).

❑ Taking into account satellite derived SSS anomalies 
along the TC tracks suggests an improvement in 
statistical forecasting of TC rapid intensification in 
river plume regions [Balaguru et al., 2020]

. 

Importance of better monitoring/understanding river plume interactions 
with  Tropical Cyclones: the salt-stratified Barrier-Layer Impacts

Reul et al. 2014



Previous studies underscored the potential influence of salinity stratification on upper-ocean mixing and SST cooling 
during TC wind forcing and the contributions of both vertical thermal and haline structure in these processes. 
In shallow isothermal layers, SST cooling is sensitive to the vertical salinity gradient.

 Objective 1 : collect and analyze concurrent satellite  SSS and SST observations around the extreme TC events of 
the last decade & estimate statistical/regional/ conditional changes in SST response over river plumes compared 
to open ocean 

 Objective 2 : Compare observation with physical modelling of the upper ocean thermo-haline response to TCs 
during their passage above large tropical river plume regions

Importance of better monitoring/understanding river plume interactions 
with  Tropical Cyclones



❑ Significant SSS increase (several pss) were often reported from Satellite SSS (SMOS, Aquarius, SMAP) after TC passage over River plumes

Cyclone Phailin, 2013
Chaudhuri, JPO,2019

❑ but SSS decrease induced by the TC  heavy rain are also observed during TC passage Cyclone Flo
Pudov & Petrichenko,2000

The variable SSS response to  Tropical Cyclone passage



Satellite evaluation of the SSS & SST responses to  Tropical Cyclone passage
Reul et al.,2021,



Globally averaged SSS response to  Tropical Cyclone passage

❑ Decade-long satellite SSS observations show that rain dilution prevails in wakes of tropical depressions 

(∼−0.1 pss) and tropical storms (∼−0.05 pss) on the left (right) side of Northern (Southern) Hemisphere 

storms. 

❑ For stronger storms, the rain-induced dilution is dominated by the saltier water entrainment:

positive storm-induced SSS anomalies are observed after TC passage increasing with TC intensity 

leading to surface median salinification of 0.3 pss for the most intense storms & peaking on the right-

hand side in between one and twice the maximum wind radius. 

❑ SSS increase is monototic with intensity contrarily to SST cooling which saturate for Cat 3-5 TCs 



River plumes influencing the SSS/SST response to  Tropical Cyclone passage

❑ Pre-storm vertical salinity gradient in the upper ocean Mixed-

Layer Depth (MLD) is a key driver of the strong regional

variability in the SSS responses to TCs:

=> The stronger the pre-storm salinity gradient within the MLD

the saltier the SSS response at a fixed TC intensity. River plume

regions (BoB, Amazon-Orinoco, Mississippi, Yang-tzé) show the

most intense SSS response to TCs .

❑ we found significantly reduced SST cooling and increased SSS 

salinification after the passage of TCs over thick salt-stratified 
barrier layers (BLT> 5 m)

❑ River plume induced BLs damp the SST cooling and therefore influence 

TC intensification (Balaguru et al., 2021)
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How well can we model the SSS/SST responses to  Tropical Cyclone 
passage in the presence of a river plume   ?

Simplified models are necessary for practical applications. 

- modelling at low computational cost (memory, time).

- easily interpretable.  

- favour better understanding of the processes at play (self-

similarity exploration)

Aim:

Revisit and simulate well documented cases of thermal, haline 

responses of the ocean to various hurricanes with a simplified 

model of the upper ocean response.

Investigation area – Amazon-Orinoco river plume [Grodsky et al, 

2011, Balaguru et al, 2012, Reul et al, 2014, Androulidakis et al, 

2016, Balaguru et al, 2020]

7 hurricane cases considered:

❑ Earl (2010) cat 4

❑ Igor (2010) cat 4

❑ Katia (2011) cat 4

❑ Jose (2017) cat 4

❑ Irma (2017) cat 5

❑ Maria (2017) cat 5

❑ Jerry (2019) cat 2



Data overview: example case of Hurricane Igor 2010



Data overview: example case of Hurricane Igor 2010



Data overview: example case of Hurricane Igor 2010



Along-track ISAS TEMP and PSAL

Data overview: example case of Hurricane Igor 2010
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Along-track ISAS TEMP and PSAL
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TC induced SSS & SST Anomalies estimation

SST and SSS anomalies estimation similar to 

Lloyd and Vecchi, (2011), Reul et. al (2021)

Time ranges:

SST – pre-storm [-2, 0.5] days, post-storm [0.5, 2] days

SSS – pre-storm [-10, -3] days, post-storm [0, 5] days



SST Anomalies estimation



SST Anomalies estimation



SSS Anomalies estimation



SSS Anomalies estimation



Wind speed profile: Holland (1980) parametric model forced by 

Best Track Vmax, RMW, R34, R50 and R64



Upper ocean response model
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Kudryavtsev et al. (2019):



Upper ocean response model
Mixed layer depth equation following Zilitinkevich and Esau (2005).

where ch = 0.63, f – Coriolis parameter, M – wind driven mass flux from 

ML-averaged momentum balance equation and weighted buoyancy frequency estimated 

from known (ISAS) pre-storm stratification

SST and SSS anomalies from heat and salt balance 

equations



Modelling:

Igor (2010) – A-O plume case



Results
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Series of anomaly transections perpedicular to TC’s track:

Cross-track distance–time view
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RMW
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TC translation 
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Ro = V/(rmf)

SSS anomalySST anomaly

Results: transect along the max response on the RHS of the TC track



Along-track ISAS TEMP and PSAL

Results



Along-track ISAS TEMP and PSAL
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Along-track ISAS TEMP and PSAL
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Along-track ISAS TEMP and PSAL

A-O river plume
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Modelling:

All chosen TCs over Amazon-Orrinoco plume



ΔS = with P – without P 
(P – precipitation rate)

Weak influence of precipitation 

[Steffen and Bourassa, 2020, 

Jacob and Koblinsky, 2007, 

Balaguru et. al, 2022]

assumption E<<P

Results of modeled TC-induced SSS anomalies with & without rain

Precipitation effect:



Transparency = best-track maximum wind speed: 

from 10 m/s (transparent) to 85 m/s (opaque)

Results Observation vs Model for the 7 TC cases



Self-similar solutions:

SST and SSS anomalies

MLD scaling

where u* – friction velocity in water and

ϕ – nondimensional function of Ro = V/(rmf) such that

Results

Self-similarity check

where         – maximum wind speed,      

– Coriolis parameter and



Transparency = best-track maximum wind speed: 

from 10 m/s (transparent) to 85 m/s (opaque)

Results



• ESA project: https://www.maxss.org/

• 10 years Atlas of oceanic and atmospheric data collected and analyzed 
around Tropical cyclones, Polar Lows, and Extra-tropical Cyclones

Marine Atmosphere eXtreme Satellite Synergy -
MAXSS 

Pre-stom upper ocean conditions:
TCHP, salt, temperature stratification
MLD, Density stratification

 

 

Figure 1: (Top) Time series of the MAXSS L4 blended surface wind speed during the passage of east Pacific 
Hurricance Genevieve in 2014 at lon=179.25°E and lat=19.5°N. (Bottom) Map of the maximum wind 
speed observed locally within ±5 days from the storm passage date (gray domain in top figure) and 
estimated from the MAXSS multi-mission blended wind speed L4 product.  

Atmospheric forcing:
Max(U10), WPI, E-P

Post-storm
Upper ocean response
∆SSS, ∆SST, ∆SLA, ∆Chla,etc..

https://www.maxss.org/


Conclusions
Main points:

➢ Pre-storm vertical salinity gradient in the upper ocean Mixed-Layer Depth (MLD)  is a key driver of the strong regional 

variability in the SSS responses to TCs as observed from 10 years of SMOS & SMAP SSS (Reul et al., 2021)

➢ The stronger the pre-storm salinity gradient within the MLD the saltier the SSS response at a fixed TC intensity. River plume 

regions (BoB, Amazon-Orinoco, Mississippi, Yang-tzé) show the most intense SSS response to TCs 

➢ we found significantly reduced SST cooling and increased SSS salinification after the passage of TCs over thick salt-stratified 

barrier layers (BLT> 5 m)

➢ Joined satellite SSS & SST data archive in TCs show that river plume induced BLs damp the SST cooling and therefore can 

influence TC intensification (Balaguru et al., 2021)

➢ Thermo-haline responses to 7 major hurricanes passing over Amazon-Orinoco river plume were analyzed within a single 

simplified model framework.

➢ Observations and model calculations confirm that the magnitude of SST and SSS anomalies is governed by magnitude of 

subsurface T and S gradients and TC translation speed.

➢ Influence of precipitation on SSS anomalies is rather weak for intense TCs.

➢ Obtained self-similar solutions give a possibility to predict SST and SSS anomalies based on TC’s parameters and pres-storm 

stratification.

➢ 10-years (2010-2020) storm Atlas database available at https://www.maxss.org/
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